Simulations of the c-subunit of ATP-synthase reveal helix rearrangements
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Abstract
The c-subunit of the enzyme, ATP synthase couples the proton movement through the a-subunit with its own rotation and subsequent rotation of the F₁ ring to drive ATP synthesis. Here, we perform µs time-scale coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of the c-subunit to characterize its structure and dynamics. Two different helix-helix interfaces, albeit with similar interfacial characteristics, are sampled in the simulations. The helix-2 of the c-subunit monomer rotates around the axis of helix-1 bringing about a change in the interface. Previous models have also proposed such a change in the helix interface but postulated that helix-2 swivels around its own axis. Such large-scale changes in helix packing motifs have not been observed before. The helix-swirling persists even in the c-subunit ring but the dynamics is much slower. The cooperative behavior in the ring appears to stabilize a conformation less-populated in the monomer. Analyzing the stability of the c-subunit ring, it was found that six lipid molecules are necessary to fill the central cavity of the ring. These lipid molecules were not aligned with the surrounding bilayer but protruded towards the periplasmic side. The characterization of the monomer and ring presented in this work sheds light into the structural dynamics of the c-subunit and its functional relevance.
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Introduction
ATP synthase is an enzyme that converts transmembrane proton gradients in eubacteria, chloroplasts and mitochondria into chemical energy that is then stored as ATP [10,17]. The enzyme consists of two coupled rotary motors: The membrane-embedded Fo and the F₁ subunit that couples the proton movement through the membrane with the loops of the subunits in the cytoplasm and the termini in the periplasm. The internal cavity of the F₁ ring is also filled with lipids, though direct evidence is absent [30]. High resolution crystal structures have been determined for the c-subunit ring of Ilyobacter tartaricus [31], chloroplast [60] and Spirulina platensis [44] indicate that subunit c forms rings with 10, 11, 14 and 15 monomers per complex, respectively. The internal cavity of the c₁₀–₁₅ ring has been suggested to be filled with lipids, though direct evidence is absent [30]. High resolution crystal structures have been determined for the c-subunit ring of I. tartaricus [31], chloroplast [60] and a related V-type ATP synthase from Enterococcus hirae [37] and a low resolution structure for yeast mitochondria [53]. The data shows that subunit c folds as a helical hairpin within the membrane with the loops of the subunits in the cytoplasmic and the termini in the periplasm. The ring looks like a hourglass-shaped cylinder consisting of a tightly packed inner ring comprising of the
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N-terminal helices (helix-1) and an outer ring where the C-terminal helices (helix-2) pack into the grooves formed by the inner helices [31,33,60]. A number of structural models based on NMR experiments and cross-linking data have also been proposed for E. coli [15,20], Propionigenium modestum [29], and bacillus PS3 [38]. Analysis of the NMR structure of E. coli, shows that the two helices of the c-subunit monomer pack as a right-handed anti-parallel pair. Such a packing pattern has been recently found to be abundant in transmembrane proteins but has not been studied extensively [61]. The helix-packing in E. coli is however incompatible with the I. tartaricus structure and the two structures differ in the helix-helix interface. This motivated a recent study by Vincent, Fillingame et al. and their results postulate that helix-2 swivels around its own axis resulting in an inter-conversion of the two helix-helix interfaces seen in the E. coli and I. tartaricus structures [59]. The possibility of two different interfaces in the helix-turn-helix structure of the c-subunit of the ATP synthase of E. coli makes it an unusual protein since membrane proteins are usually considered to associate only via a given interface, defined by the residues whose mutation causes disruption of association.

The interactions that affect the formation of c10–15 rings in the ATP synthase complex leading to the above-described structures are also not well characterized. Walker and co-workers reported that subunit c in E. coli self assembles into annular structures in the absence of other subunits of the complex [5], suggesting that the ability of recombinant subunit c to form rings is specified by its amino acid sequence. Müller et al. showed that in I. tartaricus and spinach chloroplast the cylindrical transmembrane rotors of ATP synthase occasionally exhibit structural gaps of the size of one or more subunits and that the incomplete rings have the same diameter of the complete ones [35]. Their results suggest the rotor diameter and stoichiometry are determined by the shape of the subunits and their nearest neighbor interactions. Two mutants of subunit c of E. coli, G23D and L31F, have been shown to be defective in assembly of the F\textsubscript{o} sector [23]. A recent study investigating this mechanism deeper demonstrated that the protein YidC is required for the insertion of these mutants into the membrane, but, once inside, they still fail to assemble [27]. Further studies are needed to understand the mechanism responsible for the assembly failure.

Molecular dynamics simulations have proven useful in the absence of sub-molecular level data and simulations of F\textsubscript{o} subunit have been reported. Krilov and co-workers investigated the structure of the c-subunit monomer in lipid bilayers as well as in membrane mimetic mixtures commonly used in experimental measurements and showed that the structure and flexibility of the monomer differs in the two media [34]. Schulten and co-workers used steered molecular dynamics simulations and mathematical modeling to investigate the mechanism of torque generation in F\textsubscript{o} [2]. They proposed a model that coupled swivelling of helix-2 to protonation/deprotonation of the residue Asp-61 to drive the rotation of the c-subunit ring.

Investigation of the long-time scale dynamics of the c-subunit ring in the membrane environment by atomistic simulations is still challenging. To access these larger time and length scales, coarse-grain models have been used successfully, especially in probing lipid mediated protein interactions [11,14,43,45]. In this paper, we present the results of coarse-grain molecular dynamics simulations of c-subunit of E. coli in a palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (POPE) bilayer and water. The MARTINI Force Field is used to describe the coarse-grain protein, lipid and water particles [28,33]. The monomeric c-subunit, as well as the whole ring structure were simulated at a \( \mu s \) time scale. We characterize the large scale dynamics in the c-subunit monomer and propose an alternate model to the swivelling of the helices. We also compare the swivelling movement in the c-subunit monomer and in the ring. The number and position of the lipids in the central cavity of the c10 ring is also studied.

**Methods**

**Force Field**

The MARTINI lipid Force Field [28] was used to describe the coarse-grain lipid and water particles. A pre-release version of the MARTINI protein Force Field [http://md.chem.rug.nl/marrink/coarsegrain.html] [33] was used to describe the peptide particles. The MARTINI Force Field is a coarse grained Force Field that is based on a four-to-one mapping, i.e., on average four non-hydrogen atoms are represented by a single interaction center. The Force Field has been parametrized based on the reproduction of partitioning free energies between polar and apolar phases and allows an accurate representation of the chemical nature of the underlying atomistic structure. In this Force Field, the backbone parameters (backbone-bonded terms) are dependent on the secondary structure of the beads but independent of the amino acid. To maintain the coarse-grain model in the starting secondary structure, distance constraints between backbone atoms (every first and fourth for \( \alpha \)-helical conformations) are added. It has been successfully applied to describe lipid-protein interactions [6,11,12,43,49,54,55,62].
Simulation parameters

The molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the GROMACS program package [57], with the scheme developed for coarse-grain simulations, under periodic boundary conditions. The temperature was weakly coupled (coupling time 0.1 ps) to a thermostat at \( T = 300 \) or 325 K using the Berendsen algorithm to investigate the dynamics at the different temperatures [8]. The pressure was also weakly coupled (coupling time 1.0 ps, compressibility \( 5 \times 10^{-5}\text{bar}^{-1} \)) using a semi-isotropic coupling scheme, in which the lateral and perpendicular pressures are coupled independently at 1 bar [8]. The non-bonded interactions were treated with a switch function from 0.0–1.2 nm for the Coulomb interactions and 0.9–1.2 nm for the LJ interactions (pair-list update frequency of once per 10 steps). A time step of 35 fs was used. The simulation times reported in the manuscript are effective times obtained by the multiplication of the actual simulation time by a factor of four based on the speed-up achieved for diffusion of water and lipids [28,33].

System set-up

The decameric ring and the individual monomer of \( c \)-subunit of \( E. \text{coli} \) ATPsynthase were simulated. In both systems, the amino-acid residues 5–37 (helix-1) and 50–77 (helix-2) were constrained to be \( \alpha \)-helical.

Monomer. Two different monomer structures were simulated: a monomer from the PDB (1C0V [15]) and a monomer from the end of a short 2 ns atomistic simulation [2], both mapped to their coarse-grain representation (see Table 1 for overview of simulations). The two structures deviate from each other with a root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 0.3 nm (for all backbone beads). The secondary structure of both the monomers was defined as before. The monomers were inserted in pre-equilibrated POPE bilayers with a lipid to peptide ratio of 180:1 and 7000 water molecules.

Ring. The atomic structure of the \( c10 \)-subunit ring was taken from the structure modeled from the biochemical data and the monomer structure above [2,19] and mapped to its coarse-grain representation. The ring was inserted in a pre-equilibrated POPE bilayer with 384 lipid molecules and about 5500 coarse-grain water particles. Two different setups, containing 4 or 6 POPE molecules in the central cavity, were tested (see Table 1 for overview of simulations).

Analysis

Comparison of coarse-grain and atomistic structures. The root mean square deviation, RMSD of the backbone beads of the equilibrated coarse-grain structure was calculated with respect to the \( C\alpha \) atoms of the atomistic structure. The backbone beads of the two helical stretches (residues 5–37 and 50–77) were fitted separately.

Helix parameters. The helix axis was defined as the axis joining the backbone atoms of the residues 6 and 36 in the long helix and 51 and 75 in the short helix. This simple method does not accurately describe the helix axis but is adequate for calculating the changes in cross-over angle in coarse-grain models, especially in the presence of secondary structural constraints. The cross-over angle was calculated as the angle between the two helix axes for both the coarse-grain and atomistic structures. The \( z \)-shift of each helix was calculated as the shift of the center of the helix along the membrane normal with respect to the center of the two helices.

Monomer parameters. The residues at the helix-helix interface of the monomers were defined as those with a minimum distance of less than 0.5 nm from their backbone bead to the backbone of the other helix. The monomer-monomer distance in the dimer was defined as the minimum backbone-backbone distance between the two monomers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Starting structure</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>No. of simulations</th>
<th>Total simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a–d</td>
<td>Monomer</td>
<td>atomistic simulation</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>240 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a–d</td>
<td>Monomer</td>
<td>atomistic simulation</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>180 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Monomer</td>
<td>1C0V NMR structure</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a–d</td>
<td>Ring-6 lipids</td>
<td>Model from 1C0V</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a,b</td>
<td>Ring-4 lipids</td>
<td>Model from 1C0V</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reaction coordinate for helix swirling. The helix-helix rotation in the c-subunit monomer was defined by a linear coordinate distinguishing interface 1 (characterized by residue 20) and interface 2 (containing residue 21). The difference of the minimum distance between the residue 20 and the backbone of helix-2 and residue 21 and the backbone of helix-2 was calculated. A positive value indicates interface 1 and a negative value interface 2.

Cluster analysis. The conformations of the c-subunit were clustered using the Daura et. al. algorithm [13] using a cut-off of 0.2 nm.

Diffusion constants. The diffusion constants were calculated by fitting to the mean square displacements of the monomer and ring in the simulations.

Results

C-subunit monomer

Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grain structures. The coarse-grain model of the c-subunit of E. coli in a POPE bilayer with surrounding water is shown in Figure 1. As a test of the model, short time-scale (ns) simulations of the system were compared to atomistic simulations of the c-subunit monomer [2]. In the MARTINI coarse-grain Force Field constraints (dihedral or distance) that impose ideal helicity reduce the conformations that helices can sample and may prevent them from kinking and bending. To investigate the effect of secondary structural constraints (imposed by the Force Field), the coarse-grain structure was compared to the equilibrated atomistic structure (mapped to coarse-grain). The RMSD of the backbone beads of the helices in the two structures is low – 0.15 nm and 0.19 nm for helix 1 and 2, respectively, thus validating the use of distance restraints to represent the transmembrane domains of the c-subunit as ideal helices.

Comparing the simulations of the monomer, it is observed that the right handed anti-parallel packing motif is maintained in both atomistic and coarse-grain simulations. The simulations in Ref. [2] were reanalyzed for the cross-over angle. The equilibrated cross-over angle is similar for both structures: 15° for the atomistic structure and 12° in the coarse-grain model. The minimum distance between the backbone beads (Cα for the atomistic structure) in the two helices (interhelical distance) is 0.48 ± 0.02 nm in the equilibrated coarse-grain structure and 0.48 ± 0.06 nm in the

Figure 1. The structure of the c-subunit of ATP synthase. (A) The coarse-grain representation of the c-subunit monomer in a POPE bilayer with surrounding water. (B) A pictorial description of the helix-helix interfaces (interface-1 and 2). The helices are rotated by 90° around the membrane normal with respect to Figure 1A and 1C. Interface-1 is characterized by the residues Ala-13, Met-16, Ala-20, Ala-24, (Gly-27) Ile-28, Leu-31 in helix-1 and Thr-51, Phe-54 (Ile-55), Gly-58, Ala-62, Ile-66, Gly-69, Tyr-73 in helix-2. The residues characterizing interface-2 are Tyr-10, Ala-14, Met-17, Ala-21, Ala-25, Ile-28, Gly-29, Gly-32 in helix-1 and Thr-51, Phe-54, Gly-58, Ala-62, Ile-66, Gly-69, Tyr-73 in helix-2. (C) A pictorial description of the two states sampled in the simulations. State-1 is characterized by a low cross-over angle and state-2 with a large cross-over angle. This Figure is reproduced in colour in Molecular Membrane Biology online.
atomistic simulation. The helix-helix interface was also maintained in the equilibrated coarse-grain structure. This interface, referred to henceforth as interface-1, is shown in Figure 1. The interface is characterized by the residues Ala-13, Met-16, Ala-20, Ala-24, (Gly-27) Ile-28, Leu-31 in helix-1 and Thr-51, Phe-54 (Ile-55), Gly-58, Ala-62, Ile-66, Gly-69, Tyr-73 in helix-2.

Helix swirling occurs in the c-subunit monomer. The μ-second time scale accessible by the coarse-grain simulations revealed large structural dynamics of the c-subunit monomer. The main motion characterizing the monomer is a ‘swirling’ motion, i.e., a rotation of one helix with respect to the other. The helix swirling dynamics occurred at μ-second time-scale and resulted in a change in the helix-helix interface. A second interface, referred to as interface-2, was sampled and is depicted in Figure 1. The residues characterizing interface-2 are Tyr-10, Ala-14, Met-17, Ala-21, Ala-25, Ile-28, Gly-29, Gly-32 in helix-1 and Thr-51, Phe-54, Gly-58, Ala-62, Ile-66, Gly-69, Tyr-73 in helix-2 (identical to interface-1). Comparing the two interfaces, it can be seen that, though helix swirling changes the residues of helix-1 at the interface, it does not change the characteristics of the interface substantially. The residues Ala-13, Met-16, Ala-20, Ala-24 in interface-1 are replaced by residues Ala-14, Met-17, Ala-21, Ala-25 in interface-2 and thus the residues at the center of interface-2 are identical to interface-1. Here we would like to point out that although the effect of the interface-change is a net rotation of the two helices with respect to each other, helix-1 does not actually rotate around its helical axis. Such a rotation would introduce a large strain in the loop region. Instead, helix-2 moves around the helix-1 axis to interact with a different interface of helix-1. What causes this swirling motion is not clear, but the characteristics of the interfaces points to comparable energies of the two states.

The change of the interface over time is shown in Figure 2A and B. The definition of the reaction coordinate used for the helix swirling is given in the methods section. (A) Reaction coordinate showing interface1, 1a, 2a and 2. (B) Zoom in of A. (C) The cross-over angle between helix-1 and helix-2 in the c-subunit monomer. (D) The z-shift of each helix calculated as the shift of the center of the helix along the membrane normal with respect to the center of the two helices. This Figure is reproduced in colour in Molecular Membrane Biology online.
Further interfaces interface-1 and interface-2 can be subdivided into two. It is more populated. From Figure 3, it appears that the most frequented state, while at 325 K interface-1 (referred to as state 1). In the other state the relative position of the helices is shifted along the membrane normal and the cross-over angle is around 12°. The cross-over angle of the c-subunit fluctuates. Long-time scale fluctuations in the cross-over angle of the two helices is also seen in the c-subunit monomer. The dynamics in both interfaces is similar and at first glance appears not to be correlated to the interface changes (but see below). At short time scales (up to 1 μsec), the cross-over angle is stable at around 12°. However, longer simulations revealed a change from the starting cross-over angle. In Figure 2C, the cross-over angle is plotted as a function of time. A two-state behavior is observed in which the cross-over angle changes between two states: 12° ± 5° and 25° ± 10°. Further analysis revealed that the change in cross-over angle is correlated to the packing of the helices. Figure 2D shows the shift of the center of mass of the two helices from the center of mass of the system. The same two-state behavior is observed. One state is characterized by the centers of the two helices close to the center of mass of the two helices and the cross-over angle around 12° (referred to as state 1). The two-state behavior persisted at higher temperatures (simulation 2) and in simulations with a different starting structure (simulation 3). A population of the two states at 300 K and 325 K (irrespective of the interface) is shown in Figure 3. At 300 K both states are equally populated whereas at higher temperatures state-2 is preferred. Atomistic simulations are unable to sample such long time scales and no such behavior has been reported. However, it is also possible that the secondary structural constraints impose such a behavior on the helices. In the coarse-grain model, the helices cannot deform to accommodate both the residues in the interface and such a see-saw dynamics may occur. Two indirect analysis support the feasibility of this behavior: The absence of large deviations from ideal helicity in the NMR structure and the absence of large-scale tilting in the coarse-grain simulations to achieve the same effect of accommodating the two residues at the membrane interface.

Figure 3. Populations of the different conformations of the c-subunit. Top: The relative population of the four interfaces at 300 K (---) and 325 K (- - -). The normalized population of all the independent simulations is plotted. The definition of the reaction coordinate used for the helix swirling is given in the methods section. Bottom: The relative populations of the two states sampled at 300K (---) and 325K (- - -).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Normalized Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State 1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State 2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cross-over angle of the c-subunit fluctuates. Long-time scale fluctuations in the cross-over angle of the two helices is also seen in the c-subunit monomer. The dynamics in both interfaces is similar and at first glance appears not to be correlated to the interface changes (but see below). At short time scales (up to 1 μsec), the cross-over angle is stable at around 12°. However, longer simulations revealed a change from the starting cross-over angle. In Figure 2C, the cross-over angle is plotted as a function of time. A two-state behavior is observed in which the cross-over angle changes between two states: 12° ± 5° and 25° ± 10°. Further analysis revealed that the change in cross-over angle is correlated to the packing of the helices. Figure 2D shows the shift of the center of mass of the two helices from the center of mass of the system. The same two-state behavior is observed. One state is characterized by the centers of the two helices close to the center of mass of the two helices and the cross-over angle around 12° (referred to as state 1). The two-state behavior persisted at higher temperatures (simulation 2) and in simulations with a different starting structure (simulation 3). A population of the two states at 300 K and 325 K (irrespective of the interface) is shown in Figure 3. At 300 K both states are equally populated whereas at higher temperatures state-2 is preferred. Atomistic simulations are unable to sample such long time scales and no such behavior has been reported. However, it is also possible that the secondary structural constraints impose such a behavior on the helices. In the coarse-grain model, the helices cannot deform to accommodate both the residues in the interface and such a see-saw dynamics may occur. Two indirect analysis support the feasibility of this behavior: The absence of large deviations from ideal helicity in the NMR structure and the absence of large-scale tilting in the coarse-grain simulations to achieve the same effect of accommodating the two residues at the membrane interface.
Correlation between the interfaces and states. Due to the low residence time in interface-1a and interface-2a along with the longer times required to equilibrate each of the interfaces after a conversion, it is difficult to directly discern a correlation between the interface changes and the state changes from Figure 2. To map the structural characteristics of the interfaces sampled during the simulations, a clustering analysis was performed on the individual molecular dynamics trajectories. Four main clusters were visited in all simulations. The two largest clusters were compatible with interface 1 and 2. The other two clusters are low populated and correspond to interface 1a and 2a. Comparing the structural characteristics of the individual clusters, it is clear that interface-1 corresponds to state-2 (large cross-over angle) and interface-1a to state-1 (low cross-over angle). Similarly, interface-2 corresponds to state-1 (low cross-over angle) and interface-2a to state-2 (large cross-over angle).

c-subunit ring

Comparison to atomistic simulations. The coarse-grain model of the c-subunit ring in a POPE bilayer with surrounding water is shown in Figure 4A. The lipid molecules in the central cavity of the ring are shown in Figure 4B. The c-subunit ring was simulated at a μ-second timescale and was stable at these time scales. In order to compare to the atomistic simulation [2], we first focus on the initial nanosecond time-scale. The size of the c ring remained constant, with a radius of gyration of 1.95 nm. In the NMR structure of the c-subunit ring the monomers packed symmetrically, i.e., the same helices (helix-1:helix-1 and helix-2:helix-2) of the monomers associate. This dimerization pattern is maintained in the coarse-grain equilibrated ring structure. The starting interface of the individual monomers, interface-1 (Figure 1), is maintained in the simulation for all monomers. The cross-over angle was around 12° for nine of the monomers. Monomer-10 showed a higher cross-over angle to maintain the ring curvature, in line with the atomistic simulations.

Dynamics is slower in the ring. Similar to the monomer, μ-second time-scale simulations of the c-subunit ring revealed large structural dynamics. An analysis of the interfaces sampled by the ten constituent monomers in the c-subunit ring is shown in Figure 5. Only three of the four interfaces seen in the monomer simulations are sampled in the ring. The populations of these interfaces also differ from the monomeric c-subunit. The most populated state in the ring is interface-1a that was low-populated in the monomers. This state is consistent with the NMR structure. The population of interface-1 is significantly lowered, and only one or two monomers populate interface-2a. The behavior persists in two independent simulations. Only two transitions from interface 1a to 1 or 2a were seen.
indicating a larger time spent in interface 1a. The changes in the interfaces of the adjacent monomers were not correlated. The populations of the two interfaces shown in Figure 5 cannot be considered representative of an equilibrium state since only a few transitions between the two interfaces were observed. The results are therefore still affected by the starting conformation (interface-1 in this case). Longer simulations are needed to give an estimate of the free energy difference between the two interfaces. Both states, 1 and 2 were sampled by the individual monomers. The population of state 1 (low cross-over angle) was high, consistent with the increased population of interface 1a. Comparing the populations and dynamics of the interfaces, it appears that the collective behavior of the c-subunit ring differs significantly from a single monomeric subunit.

The lipids in the cavity of the ring protrude towards the periplasmic side. The number and position of lipids in the central cavity of the c-subunit ring of different species has been discussed [30,42]. In the absence of structural data, we performed two sets of simulations with 4 and 6 lipids in the central cavity of the c-subunit ring. The first set (two lipids in each leaflet in the central cavity) corresponded to the atomic simulations discussed earlier [2]. Though the c-subunit ring was stable at very short time scales, it collapsed to a flattened cylinder within 300 ns. Increasing the number of lipids to six (three lipids in each leaflet), thereby allowing better packing, the c-subunit ring remained stable and cylindrical. The increased number of lipids are in line with the evidence that 9–12 POPE molecules can be present in the cavity of the larger I. tartaricus c11-ring [42]. However, in our study we test a symmetric arrangement of lipids in contrast to the asymmetric lipid positioning in the c11-ring.

Diffusion of the c-subunit in POPE membranes. The lateral movement of the ATP synthase in supported membranes has been shown to be characterized by a unhindered free diffusion (linear regime of mean square displacements) and a slower hindered diffusion (non-linear regime) [36]. The diffusion constant for the free diffusion was determined to be $2.04 \times 10^{-5} \, \mu m^2/\text{sec}$. In the simulations presented here, the diffusion of the c-subunit appeared to be much faster. The diffusion constant of the decameric c-subunit ring was calculated to be $6.4 \pm 0.3 \, \mu m^2/\text{sec}$. The diffusion constant of the free monomer increased by a factor of 10 to $62.2 \pm 1.7 \, \mu m^2/\text{sec}$. The two estimates of diffusion (simulations and AFM images) cannot be directly compared as interactions between neighboring rotors are not present in our simulations. Another reason for the discrepancy is that membrane proteins moving in supported lipid membranes exhibit diffusion coefficients orders of magnitude lower than when measured in free standing membranes [36]. The calculated diffusion constants are in the same order of magnitude as reported for rhodopsin in bilayers [43].

Discussion

The coarse-grain simulations of the subunit c of ATP synthase allows a characterization of its dynamics up to a quarter of a millisecond. At these time-scales, the c-subunit shows large structural fluctuations and two different helix-helix interfaces are sampled, both in the monomer and in the full ring. The change in the helix-helix interface is caused by the movement of one helix with respect to the other. Previous models have also proposed such a change in the helix interface [2,59]. However, the model postulated that helix-2 swivels around its own axis leading to a change in the...
residues of helix-2 interacting with helix-1. In the simulations presented here, we observe a swirling of helix-2 around the axis of helix-1, which results in a change of the residues at the interface of helix-1, but not of helix-2. Swirling of helix-2 takes place at microsecond time scale in the monomer systems in our simulations. We cannot exclude that swivelling of helix-2 around its own axis occurs at longer time scales and is thus not sampled in the simulations. However, experimental data such as crosslinking studies [59], that were used to propose the swivelling data, are also consistent with our simulations and do not allow us to differentiate between the two mechanisms. In the crosslinking study, it was proposed that helix-2 could swivel based on the fact that mutations on different faces of the helix-2 could form decameric structures. In the study, mutating residue 21 and residue 65 to cysteine resulted in multimeric aggregates consistent with the E. coli interface. However, mutating residues 21 and 66 also resulted in multimeric aggregates that could be consistent with the I. tartaricus interface. The counter intuitive results could then only be explained by a proposed swivelling of helix-2. In the simulations presented here, the first scenario is possible as residues 21 and 65 in adjacent subunits are less than 0.8 nm apart in interface-1, allowing a hypothetical disulphide bridge. However, the distance between the backbone beads of residues 21 and 66 varies and the distance decreases to less than 0.8 nm indicating that a disulphide bridge between the residues (if mutated to cysteine) is also possible at certain times. This scenario occurs in the simulations when consecutive helices swirl as well as tilt resulting in a decrease in the distance between residues 21 and 66 in consecutive c-subunits. It is also possible that the multimeric aggregates seen in crosslinking study of the 21-66 mutant are not ‘native-like’ arising from helix swivelling but are due to the large number of possible associated states. Multimeric aggregates of more than ten subunits that are seen in the 21-66 mutant support this scenario.

The swirling movement seen in this study appears to be facilitated by the presence of identical aminoacid residues at consecutive positions. Four residues present in the first interface are also present in the second interface. This presents two consecutive Ala-Met-Ala-Ala surfaces offset by 90°. The proposed helix swirling motion would only be possible in other c-subunits if this motif was present. A bio-informatics analysis reveals that the motif is present in only a few members of the family. Though, the pattern is not conserved in the c-subunit family, it is present in other species such as in the Yersina family, indicating that the dynamics may not be unique to E. coli. The structure of the c subunit of E. coli is incompatible with the crystal structure of I. tartaricus, differing in the helix-helix interface. The helix swivelling motion that was proposed for E. coli has not been reported for I. tartaricus. Though the c subunits from the two species share a sequence identity of 30%, the Ala-Met-Ala-Ala consecutive residues motif is not conserved and a similar helical movement is not likely. As expected, preliminary results from our group indicate that no swirling motion is seen in the c-subunit of I. tartaricus at time scales similar to that of E. coli. Investigation of the new model-rotation of helix-1 around around helix-2 and its differences to the existing model of rotation of helix-1 around its own axis merits further attention.

It has also been proposed that swivelling of helix-2 is necessary to expose the functionally-important Asp-61 residue to subunit a [2]. In the model based on steered molecular dynamics simulation studies, a two-step process involving consecutive helix swivelling was proposed that allowed Asp-61 to rotate from...
of the monomer, but are exposed towards the lipid environment. The two residues have been shown to be defective in the assembly of the F$_o$ rotor [23]. Based on the _E. coli_ structure it was proposed that the role of Leu-31 was only indirect and its mutation disrupts the structure of the monomer and does not allow it to assemble [27]. However, helix swirling as proposed by the simulations presented here, rotates the residues to positions where they can be directly involved in subunit associations. Thus, their role in the disruption of the assembly can be more direct than proposed earlier. A closer look at the mutants is required to understand these effects further.

**Conclusions**

In this paper, we show that coarse-grain models can be used to accurately mimic the behavior of the _c_-subunit of ATP synthase observed with more detailed simulations. The coarse-grain representation allowed us to sample the dynamics of the system up to hundred of microseconds. On this scale, we observe a helix rotation in the _c_-subunit monomer which results in a change of the helix-helix interface. The rotation persists in the ring but is considerably slower. The _E. coli_ _c_ ring is proposed here to be filled with six lipid molecules, protruding towards the periplasmic side. The characterization of the monomer and ring states of the _c_-subunit presented in this work sheds light into its structural fluidity and possible functional mechanism.
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Supplementary Figure 1. The reaction coordinate of the c-subunit of ATP synthase, with residue Asp-61 protonated, at 325K. The interfaces 1, 1a, 2a and 2 are demarcated by the dashed lines. The definition of the reaction coordinate used for the helix swirling is given in the Methods section.